Akkermansia, the spin-off from UCLouvain, launches its bacterium to combat excess weight
Akkermansia, a spin-off from UClouvain, is launching a new-generation food supplement based on a
bacterium capable of preventing excess weight and type 2 diabetes.
OLIVIER GOSSET
A biotechnology spin-off marketing a product five or six years after it was created up is not very common. But this
is the spectacular achievement of the Akkermansia Company, the result of the scientific work of UCLouvain and the
University of Wageningen in the Netherlands.
The Akkermansia Company is the new name for A-Mansia Biotech, established in 2016. On Wednesday, the small
Mont-Saint-Guibert company launched a food supplement based on Akkermansia muciniphila, a bacterium capable
of preventing, in particular, excess weight and the development of type 2 diabetes.
A mini-revolution, validated by studies and presented as part of the response to a number of public health issues, is
the description used by the two architects of this development, the Dutch microbiologist Willem De Vos
(Wageningen University & Research) and Professor Patrice Cani, of UCLouvain.
The bacterium Akkermansia muciniphila restores the barrier function of the gut, preventing certain toxins from
entering the blood. This leads to a reduction in inflammation and, with time, better control of fat storage, glucose
metabolism, and energy expenditure. “This function is very important, as it allows only very few elements to reach
the blood; otherwise we would not be here”, explains Patrice Cani, who worked for 17 years on the beneficial
effects of the bacterium after his Dutch colleague had isolated it in 2004.
Better still, the research carried out at UCLouvain also demonstrated that the pasteurised form of the bacterium –
processed at 70° for half an hour – was more effective than its live form. Another advantage is that this pasteurised
form is more stable over time and easier to produce and market. “It may seem counter-intuitive”, admits Patrice
Cani, “but it was found, by chance, that it was more stable once pasteurised, whereas at the start of our work, the
bacterium degraded upon contact with oxygen”.
A clinical trial
These developments have resulted in dozens of scientific articles and in a randomised, double-blind study in humans
demonstrating the ability of pasteurised Akkermansia muciniphila to reduce the risk of deterioration in the medical
condition – prediabetes, cardiovascular risks – with a reduction in the inflammatory markers in the liver, resistance
to insulin and hypercholesterolaemia.
While the product remains classified as a food supplement and not a medicinal product, “it is nevertheless a
supplement that is different from probiotic products. It is in a very different category, a new-generation bacterium,”
says Patrice Cani while rejecting talk of a “magic potion”.
“All-round care is essential. Our product is not a substitute for physical activity or a proper diet”, he points out.
The global prevalence of obesity almost tripled between 1975 and 2020. Across the world, there are 1.4 billion
people over the age of 20 who are overweight, and between now and 2030, this could reach 3.3 billion. The figures
for type 2 diabetes are also constantly increasing.

EU authorisation
Akkermansia, which has appointed a Swedish CEO, Michael Oredsson, has signed an agreement with the Ostend
pharmaceutical company Metagenics Europe for the distribution of an initial product in Benelux. This will be
available in pharmacies, parapharmacies, and online pharmacies from 5 September onwards.

The food supplement is produced in Italy and, to begin with, will be aimed at the European market, where it has
received marketing authorisation from the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA).
A new round of funding
In the US and Asia should follow, adds Michael Oredsson, according to whom the distribution agreement signed
with Metagenics Europe is, without doubt, the first of many: “Research into Akkermansia continues, and the
revenues generated will particularly be reinvested in this research”, he says.
Akkermansia has secured 18 million euros of Series A financing, led by the French investment fund Seventure
Partners, in partnership with Innovation Industries, Fonds Vives II (UCLouvain), SRIW and Pierre Drion. A new
round of financing is in preparation to support the marketing of the product.

1.4 billion
Across the world, there are 1.4 billion people over the age of 20 who are overweight, and between now and
2030, this could reach 3.3 billion.

